
The Clear Choice! 

Safety Comfort Transparency

www.jetweels.com



key
features

Non-metallic
Non-traditional design
Low Cost
Custom colors and logos
Easy grip handles
Comfortable arm and foot rests
Secure braking system
Baggage tray
Easy to maintain



Nonmetallic

MRI friendly. 
Water-proof.

Light weight.
Water-proof. 
Brandable.
Available ad space.

Airports 

Medical and Rehabilitation 
Facilities

Resorts &Hotels

Correctional Facilities

Our chairs are made from eco-friendly, see through poly-
carbonate plastic and are 100% recyclable. Because they 
are totally non-metallic, they easily pass through standard 
airport metal detectors, are MRI machine environment 
friendly and are completely waterproof. 

Non-metallic - Security process 
times are reduced for passengers 
with reduced mobility.

Non-metallic see through 
polycarbonate construction 
ideal for security inspection 
assurance.



Fringe
Our unique design and the eye catching array of colors 
promote a cheerful atmosphere and offer opportunities 
for specialized branding and advertising.  

Whimsical colors.
Slogans. 
Hospital logos.

Park characters. 
Ad space.

Children's Hospitals 

Theme Parks 

Team colors.
Logos.
Sponsor placement.

Sports Arenas



The unique features of Jetweels are Transparent. 

Break away from the mundane!

Our unique, non-traditional/non-metallic design makes our 

Custom colors and company or organization logos or advertising 
make our chairs stand out  from the standard/typical transport chairs 

seen in most airports.

Add some color and creativity to your transport chair service!



Aesthetic design and color combinations
10 color combinations make it easy to adhere to 
corporate color schemes or promotional sponsorships 
providing maximum visibility in any environment

Green Blue

RED

Violet White

Black

Pink

Orange Navy 
Blue

Yellow



For parking purposes.

 Environmentally Friendly: It’s made from raw polycarbonate but it’s 100% recyclable.
Stability:

 Maneuverability: 8 radial ball bearings make for smooth and easy maneuverability.
Comfort: Hassle-free arm and foot rests  plus ergonomic design = comfort. 

                                 

Innovative 

Unlock

Lock

Unlock

Lock

Adjustable 
armrests

Footrest

Advance 
braking system

Seatbelt 
and harness

Baggage tray
15kg. (33lbs.)

design features

Weight capacity
181kg. (400lbs.)



Easy
Storage

Nesting minimizes storage space
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